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CASE STUDY: IT STRATEGIC PLANNING
CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY – IT TRANSFORMATION
CHALLENGE
The Knight Point Team led an effort at CTA to develop a comprehensive, up-to-date profile of the
organization’s technology environment, as well as its inherent relationships and dependencies. CTA lacked
access to critical IT data and required a single repository of information to assist in making informed
operational and strategic decisions. CTA was unable to effectively manage change and plan for the future
because there was not a clear view of the IT environment.
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SOLUTION
The Knight Point Team led an IT discovery project and developed a technology profile as a start to a
greater Enterprise Architecture (EA) effort. This technology profile:
• Provided an inventory of CTA’s IT resources and their interdependencies;
• Improved the understanding of the relationships and dependencies of organizational units,
business processes, applications, servers and other infrastructure components
• Provided a more effective evaluation of the impact of future business and technology changes.
In conjunction with the initial discovery effort, the Knight Point Team conducted an extensive “Systems
Useful Life Analysis” to better understand each application’s status, the interdependencies of systems and
applications, and actionable plans for upgrading and retiring “out-of-life” applications.
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RESULT
The Knight Point Team defined a multi-year IT strategy in line with “Lean IT” principles and practices, in
order to drive the elimination of waste that contributes to underperforming customer service, increased
delivery costs and decreased productivity. The Team utilized EA, a blueprint for aligning IT to a dynamic
business environment, to advance CTA’s strategic objectives of cost savings, operational efficiency and
delivering IT-enabled business innovation to facilitate increasingly high performance of technology. The
Knight Point Team’s EA approach provided CTA with the data required to determine whether their IT
environment could support emerging technologies and predict what effect these technologies would have
across the organization
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ABOVE & BEYOND
CTA continues to concentrate on aligning all of its resources and functions, including IT and information
management, with its core mission and key business processes by focusing the following:
• Enabling organizational transformation, investment planning, and decision-making;
• Ensuring that business areas meet mission goals and achieve value from their IT investments
and applications by aligning to an enterprise model; and
• Integrating with Investment Portfolio Management, System Lifecycle, and IT Security.
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